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In-depth examination of spatio-temporal figures in open
reproducible research

ABSTRACT
Figures such as maps and time series are essential means to visualize spatio-temporal
results in scientific papers. Being able to recompute them using the underlying source
code and data is thus a core aspect in reproducible research. However, many scientists see the preparation of code and data for publication as an additional burden
without immediate benefits. In this work, we investigate advantages and new capabilities of reproducible research papers. Our key contributions are (i) the extension
of a geoscientist’s workflow while examining papers including reproducible figures
such as maps and (ii) the prototypical implementation of the workflow as a web
application. The workflow is based on current practices of geoscientists and encapsulates benefits of reproducible figures. It is informed by ideas and needs identified
by geoscientists in a survey, interviews, and a focus group. Based on their statements, we first extend the traditional workflow steps Discovery and Inspection by
additional capabilities and propose two new steps: Manipulation of the content of
a spatio-temporal figure and Substitution of the underlying code and data. The extended workflow and its implementation might facilitate in-depth examination and
reusability of geoscientific results.
KEYWORDS
Open reproducible research, interactive figures, open science, computational
research, spatio-temporal analysis

1. Introduction
The main goal of scientists is to create and disseminate new domain knowledge by
writing research articles. Figures are used frequently to convey this knowledge and
support the reader’s understanding. This is particularly important for geoscientific
papers which oftentimes include spatio-temporal results, e.g. spatial interpolations
and temperature developments. Explaining them solely with textual descriptions is
hardly achievable in a concise and understandable way. Maps and time series are thus
popular means to visualize spatio-temporal data (Giraud & Lambert, 2017). These
figures are mostly published in static PDF files, allowing only to look at them but
not to understand how the results were achieved. We consider research results to be
reproducible if all research components underlying the scientific results are publicly
available in addition to the paper. Moreover, others can re-run the computational steps
by using the same source code, dataset, and configuration leading to the same figures,
tables, and numbers which are reported in the paper (Stodden et al., 2016). This form
of publishing research holds potential to address the shortcomings mentioned above.
However, publishing code and data is a frequently mentioned burden (Savage & Vickers, 2009). While being able to reproduce results is a clear advantage, it is less clear

what further immediate benefits reproducible figures have for geoscientists. Even if
the computations underlying a figure are accessible, manipulating parameters or substituting datasets to see how the results change are time-consuming tasks. To solve
this issue, reproducible figures could be used, e.g. to create interactive maps which
are usually provided by map services but rarely available in papers. By attaching user
interface (UI) widgets (e.g. sliders), readers can change the model used for the interpolation map. Such controls might improve a reader’s understanding of the analysis
and results (Wacharamanotham, C., Subramanian, K., Völkel, S. T., & Borchers, J.,
2015).
This paper reports on a series of studies investigating how geoscientists currently
work with scientific publications and what their needs are regarding reproducible papers. Our key contributions are (i) the extension of their current workflow to reap
further benefits from reproducible results such as figures, (ii) and the implementation
of the workflow as a prototypical web application.
Our work focuses on publications reporting on computational analyses of quantitative data in the geosciences and on figures showing computational results. Hence,
we did not consider qualitative data (e.g. interviews) or figures showing photographs
or processes. Consequently, parts of this work might be applicable to other domains
although we illustrate our workflow by geo-specific scenarios. In the following, we review related literature. Then we report on the methodology and the conducted studies.
Finally, we describe and discuss the extended workflow and its implementation. We
conclude by summarising key insights and briefly outlining future work directions.

2. Related Work
The following sections briefly review typical steps of researchers working with scientific
publications, reproducibility, and (interactive) figures.
2.1. Working with scientific publications
There are two essential steps in a researcher’s workflow when examininig scientific
publications: The Discovery (Monge & Elkan, 1996) phase relates to searching for
papers relevant for the own work, e.g. those describing suitable methodologies or study
outcomes. Papers can be found using various strategies (Conn et al., 2003) and tools
(Renear & Palmer, 2009; Tenopir, C., King, D. W., Edwards, S., & Wu, L., 2009).
Search engines are particularly popular but suffer from several limitations (Wu, Y. P.,
Aylward, B. S., Roberts, M. C., & Evans, S. C., 2012). Constraining a search query
to article components (e.g. figures) can help to address some of them (Bishop, 1999;
Sandusky & Tenopir, 2008) as can faceted search (Hearst, 2006; Kules & Shneiderman,
2008).
Several websites provide suggestions (Pain, 2016; Rodriguez, 2015) for efficient paper
Inspection. Matarese (2006) suggests browsing, a method focusing on paper components such as graphics. To assess the relevance of a paper, scientists skim through
the article and extract key messages, e.g. by examining visualizations (Bishop, 1999;
Renear & Palmer, 2009). Tenopir et al. (2009), identified three depths of reading articles: “extracting the key messages”, “with great care”, and “just to get an idea”.
Inspection depends on the purpose, e.g. reusing methodologies/results or peer review
(Kircz, 1998; Tenopir et al., 2009). To reuse data or code, scientists need to understand
them sufficiently and to assess their reliability (Faniel & Jacobsen, 2010). Malik, T.,
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Pham, Q., Foster, I. T., Leisch, F., & Peng, R. D. (2014) list several other purposes
in the context of reproducible research such as executing the original computations or
manipulating datasets and configurations.
2.2. Reproducible research
Reproducible research is a key aspect in science but perceived differently amongst researchers (Ostermann & Granell, 2017). Several papers discuss the term and provide
new definitions (Goodman, S. N., Fanelli, D., & Ioannidis, J. P., 2016) or describe
the difference compared to terms such as replicability (Patil, P., Peng, R.D. & Leek,
J., 2016), which is achieved by independent experiments leading to consistent results
(Leek & Peng, 2015). Many scientific results are not reproducible due to missing materials such as code and data (Ioannidis et al., 2009; Merali, 2010). Consequently,
the “reproducibility crisis” impaired the credibility of scientific outcomes (Donoho,
D. L., Maleki, A., Rahman, I. U., Shahram, M., & Stodden, V., 2009). Reasons for
irreproducible papers include a lack of incentives and the fear of becoming scooped
(Gewin, 2016). Authors perceive sharing materials as a burden due to the effort required to clean code and data (Savage & Vickers, 2009). However, counter-arguments
are increased transparency (Reichman, O.J., Jones, M.B. & Schildhauer, M.P., 2011),
a better understanding of the study results (Gil et al., 2016), and increased impact
of papers including code and data (Piwowar, H.A., Day, R.S. & Fridsma, D.B., 2007;
Vandewalle, 2012). To support publishing reproducible research, several authors suggest guidelines (cf. Barba, 2016; Nosek et al., 2015; Stodden et al., 2016), e.g. writing
source code instead of using ready-to-use tools. Thus, the creation of figures is not
hidden in encapsulated software features (so called “black box”) but transparent and
understandable. Figures oftentimes convey results and are thus essential aspects of
reproducible research definitions (cf. Claerbout & Karrenbach, 1992). This is particularly relevant for geoscientific papers which frequently include maps and time series
to show spatio-temporal results (Giraud & Lambert, 2017).
2.3. Figures in scientific publications
Figures are key components in scientific papers as they communicate results efficiently
(Cleveland, 1984), facilitate the assessment of relevancy (Sandusky, R. J., Tenopir, C.
& Casado, M. M., 2007), and help understanding (Rolandi, M., Cheng, K. & PrezKriz,
S., 2011). Mack (2014) said: “When presenting results, a good graph is like a good scientific theory - once you see it, everything just makes sense.” In the geosciences, maps
are frequently used to visualize spatial data. They support authors in communicating
a specific message and readers in understanding it (DiBiase, D., MacEachren, A. M.,
Krygier, J. B., & Reeves, C., 1992). Kwakkel, J. H., Carley, S., Chase, J., & Cunningham, S. W. (2014) listed several open source tools, which facilitate the creation
and exploration of maps in a scientific context. However, they also pointed out the
importance of knowing about the underlying dataset. Lee, P.S., West, J.D. & Howe,
B. (2017) identified a correlation between the number of citations and visualizations.
Still, static figures might hide details of the results (e.g. outliers) making it difficult to
challenge the findings (Weissgerber, T. L., Garovic, V. D., Savic, M., Winham, S. J.,
& Milic, N. M., 2016). Reproducible figures can help to avoid and detect errors, e.g.
image duplication (Bik, E.M., Casadevall, A. & Fang, F.C., 2016). Other error types
such as missing or incomplete captions might be less harmful if underlying components
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are accessible (Cleveland, 1984). In addition, accessible code and data enables creating
interactive figures.
2.4. Interactive figures
Allowing users to control the content of a figure can improve their understanding
(Wacharamanotham et al., 2015). Moreover, interactive figures might tackle issues of
static illustrations such as hidden details (Weissgerber et al., 2016). There is some
evidence that even basic interactions such as zooming increase usability and assist
scientists in comparing and matching tasks (Adnan, M., Just, M. & Baillie, L., 2016;
Perin, C., Vernier, F. & Fekete, J.D., 2013). Still, such figures should be used carefully,
and their evaluation should consider both user preference and performance (Hegarty,
M., Smallman, H. S., Stull, A. T., & Canham, M. S., 2009). DiBiase et al. (1990, 1992)
and MacEachren & Kraak (1997) discussed interactive maps as a tool for exploring
and analysing scientific data. They suggested model steering as a means for studying
environmental processes and animated maps which show spatio-temporal data. These
means enable researchers to examine different states of the visualized dataset, which is
not feasible in static publications (Kwakkel et al., 2014). While publishing interactive
results is already possible, it is done rarely. The application Jupyter (Kluyver et al.,
2016) combines text and code in one view allowing readers to re-run the computations.
With little programming knowledge, readers can manipulate code lines, re-run the
analysis to see differences in the results, and incorporate UI widgets such as a slider.
RMarkdown (Baumer & Udwin, 2015) is a similar tool but combines source code
written in R (R Development Core Team, 2008) and markdown, i.e. plain text which
can be translated to HTML. Similar to Jupyter, RMarkdown enables readers to change
the code and to incorporate interactive figures (R Studio, 2015). Interactive figures
are also automatically created by Statsplorer (Wacharamanotham et al., 2015) which
supports students in understanding statistical tests. Adnan et al. (2016) observed that
even basic interactions, e.g. tooltips, led to users feeling more confident compared to
static time series and finding it easier to detect maxima and minima (see also Perin
et al., 2013).
To sum up, Discovery and Inspection are essential steps in a researcher’s workflow
and figures play an important role in scientific papers. Reproducible research allows
rerunning the computational results using code/data and thus provides new ways to
support these steps by enabling interactive figures.

3. Methodology
To better understand current practices and needs of geoscientists while examining
scientific papers, we collected input from them via an online survey, semi-structured
interviews, and a focus group. Based on their responses, we identified additional tasks
for Discovery and Inspection, and two new phases: Manipulation and Substitution.
The code and the data of all three studies are provided in the supplements.
Online surveys are suitable tools for collecting responses efficiently (Lazar, J.,
Feng, J.H. & Hochheiser, H., 2017). Our goal was to examine how often geoscientists
use which figure type and what tasks they would like to perform while searching for
and examining a scientific paper. We analysed the data by using descriptive statistics.
To obtain insights into how geoscientists work with papers, the role of figures in
geoscientific papers, and potential tasks during paper examination that go beyond
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traditional inspection, we conducted semi-structured interviews. We applied the
grounded theory approach to analyse the data (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). We scanned
the transcripts in a line-by-line manner and captured key statements. These were
assigned to codes (“open coding”) and then grouped to higher level themes. Finally,
we grouped the themes into categories which inform the extended workflow described
in this paper.
As a third method, we conducted a focus group to collect insights on the same
three topics as examined in the interviews. Focus groups facilitate seamless interactions amongst participants and potentially elicit viewpoints and experiences that are
different from those of the interviewees. We applied the same grounded theory approach as for the interview data. Subsequently, we describe used materials, conducted
procedures, and results of the three studies.

4. Online survey
To understand scientists’ preferences when working with scientific papers, we conducted a survey (see supplemental material).
4.1. Materials
The questionnaire started with a definition on open reproducible research. Then, we
asked if respondents are authors, readers (or both), and for their research fields. Next,
respondents who were authors received a list of figure types and indicated, how often
they incorporated them in their last five papers. The list was based on Franzblau &
Chung (2012) but extended by maps and time series. Respondents then indicated their
degree of agreement with statements starting with “While reading a paper related to
my research, I would like to . . . ” followed by activities that support their work, e.g.
“. . . see the code underlying a figure”. The same approach was applied for the next two
sections: The first started with “It would be useful for my research, if I could search for
and access . . . ” followed by research components, e.g. “. . . the used source code”. The
second section started with “For my research, I would like to search for publications
using . . . ” followed by the options “spatial”, “temporal”, and “thematic” properties.
Respondents used Likert and frequency scales to answer the questions (Lazar et al.,
2017). The questionnaire concluded by asking how many years they have worked in
research so far.
4.2. Procedure
We piloted the survey with five Ph.D. students to ensure understandability and incorporated their feedback iteratively. The survey was disseminated via a QR code
on a poster that we presented on a geoscientific conference. Moreover, authors who
submitted to that conference were contacted via e-mail. 146 geoscientists completed
the survey (mean µ=17 years in research, standard deviation σ=9 years) of which 144
write papers, 140 read papers (139 do both). It was accessible for five months via the
open source survey tool LimeSurvey. Survey respondents had to submit the survey
actively for it to be included in the analysis.
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Figure 1. Responses to “Relating to your last five publications, how often did you incorporate the following
visualizations?” Numbers in brackets show how many responded to the item. Percentages are grouped into
never/rarely, sometimes, and often/always.

4.3. Results
Figure 1 shows how often survey respondents included the listed figure types in
their last five publications. Maps (77% incorporated them often or always), time series (71%), and scatter plots (68%) were used most, followed by line charts (50%),
histograms (40%), and pictures (38%). Dot charts (31%) and box whisker plots (28%)
were less popular.
Regarding search and access capabilities, respondents preferred methodologies
(94%), (consistent with Bishop, 1999) and datasets (91%) over code (64%), research
questions (64%), and hypotheses (63%). For constraining queries, respondents requested thematic (87%), temporal (69%), and spatial (67%) properties.
Figure 2 shows how many respondents requested the tasks while examining a
paper. Datasets played an important role. 89% of the respondents requested to use the
analysis method with a different dataset. While 85% wanted to see underlying datasets,
76% requested to use it with a different analysis method. Downloading datasets (75%)
and leaving out data records to see how the results change (65%) were also popular.
Tasks related to source code were less popular. Downloading code underlying the
computations was requested by 54% of the respondents. Furthermore, respondents
wanted to change entire model (68%) or its parameters (81%) to see if the results
change. More than half of the respondents requested interactive figures (58%). Finally,
survey respondents requested to compare the reported results with own findings (78%).
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Figure 2. Responses to the question: “While reading a scientific publication related to my own research, I
would like to . . . ”. Numbers in brackets show how many responded to the particular item. Percentages are
grouped into strongly disagree/disagree, neither agree nor disagree, agree/strongly agree.

5. Semi-structured interviews
To receive insights into the current workflow of geoscientists while working with papers, the role of figures in papers, and desirable tasks while examining reproducible
research, we conducted semi-structured interviews (see supplemental material). We
contacted geoscientists from our faculty personally if they had already published a paper including figures based on computational analyses with quantitative or geographic
data such as time series and maps. Nine scientists from geoinformatics, landscape
ecology, geochemistry, and planetology (mean µ=9 years in research) were recruited.
5.1. Materials
The interview had three parts. First, we asked how interviewees work with papers
published by other authors. Our questions referred to workflow, goals, difficulties, and
emerging questions. We then asked how they search for papers, difficulties during that
task, and ideas for improvements. Second, we asked for situations in which figures
are (not) helpful. Third, we asked about which static components of papers should
be made interactive. Only if interviewees had difficulties to answer this question, they
received a sheet with a map and a time series (Figure 3) for inspiration. Two interviewees struggled with the question and hence received these figures. By showing two
mockups (Figure 4), we introduced the idea of a platform that facilitates reproduction
of research results and enables in-depth examination of research components. Then,
we asked for criteria and core functionalities which encourage usage of such a platform.
The first mockup (Figure 4, left) showed the research components, a button for exe7

Figure 3. Pictures used to inspire interviewees who struggled with imagining interactive components in static papers. Left: Map of earthquake events in the Pacific (Source: https://cran.rproject.org/web/packages/leafletR/leafletR.pdf) Right: Daytime pattern of air temperature (El-Madany et
al., 2016).

Figure 4. Mockups used to inspire participants and to present the idea of a reproducible research platform.
Left: research components, possibility to re-run the analysis in the lower left corner, and the static paper.
Right: interactive view enriched by UI widgets to change values.

cuting the analysis, and the static paper. The second mockup (Figure 4, right) showed
the interactive view of the paper, i.e. enriched by UI widgets (slider, option buttons)
to change the figure content. Afterwards, interviewees received a questionnaire for
collecting background information.
5.2. Procedure
We piloted the interview with three Ph.D. students to ensure understandability. We
sent the guiding questions to the interviewees one day in advance and interviewed
them in their office to ensure they felt comfortable. A consent form informed that
participation was voluntary and their statements were audio recorded and treated
anonymously. Then we asked the questions and handed out the questionnaire on demographic information. The interviews took 54 minutes on average (durations: 35 to
66 min.). Two interviews were conducted in English, seven in German. Interviews were
transcribed literally.
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Table 1. Requested tasks while examining a paper assigned to the four workflow steps. Numbers in brackets
indicate how many mentioned the task (#interviewees; #focusGroupParticipants).

Discovery
Constrain
search
(3;1)
Search for data (2;2)

Inspection
See dataset (7; 5)

Manipulation
Modify data (5;4)

Substitution
Switch figure (4;1)

See code (7;2)

Modify parameters (5;1)

Spatial search (0;3)

Dynamic
(5;1)

Substitute dataset
(3;2)
Rerun with different software/ package versions (0;1)

Combine keywords
(2;0)
Executable supplements. (0;1)
Synonyms (0;1)

3D/animations (5;0)

Similar studies (0;1)

figures

Additional computations (2;1)
Compare
components (2;0)
Rerun analysis (2;0)

5.3. Results
Most of the interviewees searched for papers using keyword-based search engines (8 interviewees mentioned that). Three interviewees used suggestions from colleagues or alerts. Two interviewees each looked at citations, into journals, or used
internal databases. Further means were logical operators to connect keywords, e.g.
“AND”/“OR” (2 mentions). The paper search was impeded by difficulties such as
finding relevant literature (5), e.g. because search engines did not consider synonyms.
Inaccessibility (e.g. paywalls) was another issue (3). For improving search, interviewees
suggested constraining queries (3), e.g. by methodology or properties such as chemical
substances, using operators (2), and searching for interoperable data (2).
Interviewees had several goals while working with papers. First, interviewees
aimed at integrating their research results into the scientific landscape (6). Six interviewees wanted to build upon others’ work, e.g. by reusing the methodology. Comparing
their findings with existing results (6) and receiving background knowledge (5) were
also important tasks. Three interviewees each aimed at extracting key messages and
finding suitable citations. Last, two interviewees wanted to validate the own approach.
To achieve these goals, interviewees inspected papers in a superficial and detailed manner. Superficial inspection was about assessing the paper’s relevance and extracting
key messages. Therefore, interviewees skimmed through the paper and read title, abstract, and conclusion (consistent with Keshav, 2007). Five interviewees focused on
figures already during a superficial paper inspection. Only if they could reuse results
or acted as reviewers, they continued with a detailed inspection by studying methodology, results, and discussion.
While examining papers, interviewees faced several difficulties. They all struggled
with missing details in the methodology section (e.g. regarding configurations) required
for a detailed understanding (9). This problem also occurred if research components
were missing (3). Missing details in the results section (e.g. missing p-values) impaired
a detailed understanding of the findings (2). Missing visualizations and poorly written
abstracts impeded assessing if a paper is relevant (4).
The questions interviewees had while examining a paper addressed methodology (3),
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e.g. “Why were certain values not measured and compared?”, the underlying datasets
(3), e.g. “How does the dataset look like and how did they collect it?”, and results (2),
e.g. “How did they achieve the results and what are the confidence intervals?” Such
questions can be particularly relevant during the review process (1).
When inspecting papers, interviewees focused on figures (6) as they visualized key
results (4). They helped to understand the paper content efficiently (5) as they showed
many information at a glance instead of a sequential textual description. Consequently,
readers could better assess if a paper is relevant (2). In addition, figures provided
insights into the dataset (5) which was particularly important if it was unavailable.
Another benefit was that figures complemented textual descriptions (4) making it
unnecessary to read the entire paper. Figures supported readers in accomplishing
complex tasks (4) such as recognising patterns or comparing numbers.
Interviewees also mentioned disadvantages of figures. The message of a figure might
be irrelevant (6) resulting in wasted time to understand it. Next, it was unclear how
it was computed (5), particularly if code and data were unavailable. Related to that,
figures oftentimes aggregated numbers thus hiding exact values (3) and impeding comparisons with other figures. Still, figures required descriptions for a better understanding (4). Otherwise, they were more confusing than helpful (2). Next, readers were
limited to the figure selected by the author (3) and could not change the visualization.
Also, figures did not show how authors handled outliers (2). Last, figures were seen as
unsuitable for complex visualizations (3), e.g. temporal developments shown in maps.
We asked interviewees for their ideas to integrate interactive components into
static papers and core functionalities of tools and services which support working with reproducible research (Table 1). Addressing the aforementioned limitations
of papers and figures, inspecting code and data to understand research results was the
most popular feature (7). Furthermore, interviewees requested to manipulate datasets
(5) and model parameters (5) to see how results change and to test the reported assumptions. Three interviewees suggested substituting the data by another compatible
one. Comparing datasets and figures require supporting tools (2), e.g. a side-by-side
comparison or an overlay. Finally, two interviewees requested to re-run the computational analysis (2).
“If all datasets are accessible in a certain format [...], I could reproduce the work and do
own investigations without having additional effort, without thinking of data transformations.” (Interviewee 4, translated from German)

Next, interviewees requested dynamic figures (5), such as zoomable maps and diagrams showing exact values. To counteract limitations of certain figures, four interviewees proposed switching the given visualization to a different one. They also proposed
three dimensional visualizations/animations describing the methodology (5) and additional computations (2), e.g. statistical summaries. While examining the interactive
paper, readers requested features to notify the author about new findings or to discuss
them with other researchers (4). Participants identified a number of potential benefits
of these tools: reusing research components (3), deeper understanding (2), supporting
reviewers (2), meta-analyses (2), collaboration (1), validation (1) and cross-checking
(1).
Authors require tools to realize these features and interactive figures. When asking
for key criteria for reproducible research platforms which encourage usage,
interviewees’ main consideration was the copyright for data and code (5). Tools should
not be time-consuming (4) and able to handle the diversity of research components
(4).
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“I would be happy to provide all required files as long as it (reproducible research platform) can deal with my messy code. So, especially for older papers it is really a mess. I
would have troubles to understand it again.” (Interviewee 1, direct quote)

Two interviewees said publishing code is not beneficial as understanding it is too
time-consuming. Three interviewees expected features to acknowledge reused work (3).
Moreover, two interviewees requested mechanisms to encourage collaboration between
researchers, e.g. if readers intent to reuse published materials. Hence, acknowledgement
results in citations and co-authorships. Trust is another issue. While three interviewees
feared misuse of their data, e.g. by commercial enterprises, two interviewees expected
trusted providers, e.g. journals. Interviewees feared becoming scooped when making
research components publicly accessible (4) (consistent with Nosek et al., 2015). Three
interviewees acknowledge that the tools facilitate detecting errors but had concerns
regarding researchers’ reputation. Furthermore, the features can lead to new scientific
insights raising the question of when they result in a new paper (1).

6. Focus group
To complement the insights from the interview and the survey, we organized a focus
group. We recruited five additional geoscientists from geoinformatics and landscape
ecology using the same criteria as for the interviews (mean µ=5 years in research).
6.1. Procedure
The focus group had the same three parts as the interview. We learned from the
interviews that showing mockups (Figure 4) before asking for core functionalities of a
reproducible research platform resulted in participants focusing on the pictures. Hence,
we showed the mockups afterwards, and then asked for situations in which they (do
not) benefit from it. Participants received the guiding questions one day in advance
and the same consent form as the interviewees. Afterwards, we briefly introduced
the topic, asked participants to introduce themselves, and then asked the questions.
Finally, participants received the same questionnaire on demographic information as
the interviewees. The focus group took 86 minutes and was conducted in German. The
statements were transcribed literally.
6.2. Results
Many statements of the participants confirm what the interviewees said (Table 1). Below, we only report on the differences. Typical challenges while searching for papers
were receiving an overview of the search results and specifying queries to reduce the
results list. For improving the search, participants suggested constraining the search
by spatial properties or those papers having executable code attached. Regarding interaction possibilities and core functionalities, one participant considered that
different software versions can lead to deviating results and therefore suggested changing the version when executing the analysis. One participant named benefits such as
transparency and credibility. Finally, participants developed the idea of a meta-analysis
which can be updated regularly with new data. Relating to incentives, participants
suggested journal guidelines and solutions to avoid reputation damage if others find
errors in the research that the author laid open.
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“The way of publishing changes. You are aware others look at it in a different way. Maybe
you are more careful which might be an advantage. I think it needs to lower the fear of
authors becoming vulnerable.” (Participant 1, translated from German)

7. The extended workflow for reproducible research papers
The three studies revealed insights into the workflow of geoscientists working with
papers. Discovery, i.e. the search for papers, and Inspection, i.e. the examination of
the content, are two essential steps. Participants requested tasks which are infeasible
if research is not reproducible, e.g. re-running the analysis or changing the parameters
underlying a figure. While some of the tasks refer to Discovery and Inspection, others
exceed current practice. Hence, we describe Manipulation and Substitution to follow
the first two phases. Figure 5 shows the four steps which comprise the tasks listed in
Table 1. We also consider their contribution to a reader’s understanding. Finally, we
identify Comparison as a cross-cutting task relevant within each step.
The workflow step Discovery allows fine-grained search queries compared to a
full-text search. Researchers can create queries including spatial, temporal, and thematic properties which can be extracted from the data and the source code. If code
is available, geoscientists can discover papers which include maps based on a specific
interpolation functionality (e.g. krigeST from the R package gstat). Consequently, researchers can search for papers more efficiently and gain initial insights into the paper
content. This is particularly relevant for geoscientific papers, which frequently include
maps and time series based on computational analyses.
When a relevant paper is discovered, geoscientists continue with its Inspection.
Readers are not limited anymore to the textual description of the conducted research.
They can fully examine the dataset and the code underlying the reported results
and figures. Readers might learn how a figure was computed. This functionality can
be facilitated by highlighting those code lines and data subsets which underpin a
specific figure. Readers can thus understand how a map showing an interpolation
was computed and are better able to reuse the underlying code for the own work.
Examining data processing steps and configuration details might counteract missing
information in the methodology section. The Inspection phase answers questions raised
in our studies, e.g. “How does the dataset look like” and “How did they achieve the
results” which is not possible in traditional papers.
After understanding the materials, readers proceed with the Manipulation phase.
Here, geoscientists do not only look at the paper and the materials but become active
readers. Manipulation comprises all tasks which allow readers to modify what underlies
a figure. In the kriging example, readers can change the model of the underlying
variogram (e.g. gaussian, spherical, exponential ) and manipulate its parameters (sill,
range, nugget) to assess the influence on the interpolation uncertainty. Such tasks can
be facilitated by UI widgets, e.g. a slider for changing parameters. This phase holds
potential to enhance the understanding of the mechanisms underpinning a figure.
Readers might learn how changes in the configuration defined by the author affect the
results. They can test assumptions and see if the findings still hold true for different
settings. Manipulation is not meant to be an isolated step. Readers should be able to
modify parameters and inspect materials at the same time. Otherwise, users cannot
learn about the internal processes (“black boxes”).
In the Substitution phase, readers are not restricted to the underlying research
components anymore. They can replace, e.g. the input dataset for the kriging interpo12

Figure 5. The extended workflow for examining reproducible scientific papers. The steps Discovery, Inspection (passive tasks, e.g. looking at components), Manipulation, and Substitution (active tasks, e.g. modifying
parameters or replacing underlying components) each contribute to the readers understanding. The knowledge
gain is probably not equal as suggested by the step height. Comparison is considered as a cross-cutting task
relevant in each step.

lation by another compatible dataset of a different region to see how the map changes.
Moreover, readers can merge datasets from different publications to replace the original one. Similarly, readers can replace the original algorithm, e.g. to try out a different
interpolation implementation. Consequently, readers might learn about the portability
of the results or create new scientific insights. Geoscientists might become encouraged
to reuse research outcomes for own work resulting in acknowledgement for the original
author and less work for the reader. Again, Substitution is not an isolated step but
can be combined with manipulating the new results.
Comparison is a cross-cutting task relevant for each step and a reader’s understanding. During Discovery, geoscientists might want to compare metadata about the paper
or the research components after searching for papers located in a user-defined area
or temporal constraint. During Inspection, readers might want to compare, e.g. results
and figures, within a paper or between different papers. The same applies to Manipulation. Therefore, the assets should be presented in a way which facilitates readers to
identify and understand differences, e.g. in a side-by-side manner, by combining them
into another visualization, or by an overlay. It should be possible to compare the original kriging interpolation with a map in which the reader changed the parameters. The
same applies to Substitution. Readers should be able to compare figures before/after
replacing input datasets. Another issue arises if two different map types should be
compared. If code and data are accessible, we might transform two incomparable map
types into a third map type which facilitates the comparison task.
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8. Realization of the workflow
We implemented a prototypical web application to realize the extended workflow presented in the previous section (Figures 6-9). It supports readers during the traditional
workflow steps Discovery and Inspection. Furthermore, we implemented tools to assist
readers in achieving the two additional steps Manipulation and Substitution.

Figure 6. Implementation of the workflow step Discovery. Readers can create queries using spatial (map),
temporal, thematic (keywords), and source code-specific properties (libraries).

Figure 7. Inspection: Readers can read the paper (left) and at the same examine the underlying source code
and dataset to understand how the reported results were computed (right).

Therefore, we built upon the concept of an Executable Research Compendium
(ERC) (Konkol et al., 2017). It encapsulates the runtime environment and all research components, i.e. source code, data, and metadata, required to re-run the
analysis using Docker, an open source solution for encapsulating applications in a
container. Readers can thus execute and examine the analysis underlying the reported results. We used the services to create and execute ERCs (https://hub.
docker.com/u/o2rproject/), to extract metadata from the datasets and the R scripts
(https://github.com/o2r-project/o2r-meta), and the application programming
interface (API) (http://o2r.info/o2r-web-api/). We demonstrate its application
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using the paper about the spacetime package for R (Pebesma, 2012). Consistent with
the aforementioned scenario, the paper has code attached which includes a functionality for kriging interpolations.
To find papers relevant for the own research, readers can first search for publications
by combining spatial (bounding box), temporal, thematic (keywords), and source codespecific properties, e.g. a certain library used in the R script (Figure 6). When they
find a suitable paper, they can read it as before but at the same examine the R script
and the data used to compute the numbers and figures in the paper (Figure 7). In
a next step, they can change parameters used to produce a specific figure and see
how the results change or if the assumptions are robust. In the kriging example, they
can manipulate the model underlying the variogram and inspect only those code lines
and data subsets used to produce the particular figure (Figure 8). Finally, readers can
check if the results are applicable to other scenarios, e.g. by substituting the dataset
underlying the paper by a compatible one from another paper (Figure 9).
To sum up, the workflow steps address issues mentioned by the study participants.
The extended search capabilities support finding relevant papers. Being able to inspect
data/code makes research more transparent. By manipulating parameters, readers
might better understand them. Substitution might facilitate reusing materials.

Figure 8. Manipulation: Readers can change the model of the variogram underlying the kriging interpolation
by using option buttons to see how the results change (right), and examine only those parts of the source code
and data subsests that were used to produce the figure (left).

Figure 9. Substitution: Readers can substitute the dataset underlying a paper (base Executable Reasearch
Compendium, ERC ) by data from another paper containing compatible data (overlay ERC )).
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9. Discussion
One might argue that the presented workflow is not geo-specific. The extended workflow could be equally relevant, e.g. for biologists or psychologists working with computational statistics. This aspect is not a limitation but indicates the general need for
reproducible research which can be examined in detail. However, the workflow steps
encapsulate needs mentioned by geoscientists and thus primarily address the geoscientific domain. A typical characteristic of geoscientific papers is the use of maps and
time series to show spatio-temporal results based on computational analyses. Hence,
reproducible figures, i.e. figures which can be re-computed using the same data and
code, are particularly important.
The workflow is beneficial for geoscientists who aim at reusing results, e.g. geographical analyses and spatio-temporal data. Reviewers can better assess the assumptions made by the authors and validate the findings prior to their publication in a more
efficient way. The two user groups require an understanding which goes beyond extracting key messages. The workflow facilitates this understanding by providing access
to all materials used to compute the results. Readers can understand the mechanisms
underpinning the figures, and thus assess re-usability. Easily manipulable figures can
also be part of a superficial paper examination, e.g. to quickly assess the robustness of
the results by changing the parameters to see effects on the interpolation uncertainty.
Although each workflow step results in additional knowledge about the paper, the
individual contribution of each step to a reader’s understanding remains open. The
knowledge gain after each step is probably not equal as suggested in Figure 5. It is
also unclear if completing the steps is required and preferred in the proposed order.
Readers can start by substituting the original dataset with data from another region.
However, they probably can only take full advantage if they understand the original
data and code, apart from assessing interoperability.
Understanding how results were computed is not solved by showing data and code
alone. Readers still need some programming knowledge and support, e.g. by showing
code subsets of a specific figure. Hence, we realized the workflow as a prototypical
implementation to assist readers in achieving these tasks. The application provides
contextualized access to underlying research components such as code and data used
to compute a specific figure or number. It can be used to conduct user studies, e.g.
about how the extended workflow affects a reader’s understanding. Moreover, we can
evaluate if reviewers can assess a paper’s correctness and validity more efficiently than
by reading the static paper.
Results: We categorized the responses of the participants into the presented workflow steps. Most of the statements referred to Discovery and Inspection. Fewer statements were related to Manipulation and Substitution. One reason might be that Discovery and Inspection are trivial tasks in a researcher’s workflow to which everyone
can contribute. In contrast, manipulating figures and substituting datasets is rarely
possible and, even if materials are provided, done rarely as supportive interfaces are
missing. The survey results show that the listed activities (Figure 2) are popular
tasks. The lowest value is 50% (for seeing code) which is still high enough to motivate
its implementation. Source code received less attention by the study participants than
datasets. Fewer statements on requested features, usage criteria, and incentives related
to source code. Seeing and downloading it appears to be less important. Code-related
tasks in the questionnaire were desired to a lesser extent. One reason might be that
study participants had little programming expertise and could thus not reuse code one interviewee stated coding is not common in their field. Overall, the statements on
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figures in publications confirm their important role in research (Bishop, 1999; Claerbout & Karrenbach, 1992).
Reproducible research is a prerequisite for most of the requested tasks but rarely
done in practice. As shown in our implementation, approaches such as Konkol et al.’s
(2017) Executable Research Compendium are suitable concepts to realize the requested
tasks. Reproducible research contributes to solving several issues identified by participants. Attaching code and data increases transparency and discloses the computations
including all details underpinning the reported figures and results. Readers are thus
better able to follow the analysis and reuse data and code. spatio-temporal analyses
are hardly describable with text alone. Hence, figures such as maps showing results
are essential means in the geoscientific domain (Giraud & Lambert, 2017). Being able
to recompute them is a key aspect in reproducible research. Including openness using
open source tools and non-proprietary data formats can help to avoid compatibility
issues.
Limitations: We first asked interviewees for interaction possibilities, then showed
mockups for supporting tools, and afterwards asked for core functionalities. It seemed
participants focused on mockups too much. This confirmed the provided features but
asking the question on core functionalities before and after the mockups, which we did
in the focus group discussion, might have resulted in less biased statements. Nonetheless, the answers on the preceding question about interaction possibilities were similar
to the statements on core functionalities which might have counteracted this issue.

10. Conclusion
Publishing reproducible research is perceived as being good scientific practice. However, enabling others to re-run the analysis does not incentivize authors to invest time
into the preparation of data and code. In this work, we presented additional benefits
geoscientists gain if results, particularly figures become reproducible. We focused on
figures such as maps which are popular means to communicate spatio-temporal results
in geoscientific papers. The new capabilities were derived from a series of studies with
geoscientists. Our key contributions are an extended workflow for examining reproducible publications and the prototypical implementation of the workflow as a web
application. Using the example of a map showing an interpolation, we described additional capabilities during the Discovery and Inspection phase and presented two new
steps to follow these two phases. Manipulation comprises tasks which allow readers
to modify settings underlying a figure, e.g. by changing a model parameter. Substitution refers to replacing research components, e.g. the dataset or the algorithm by
alternative, compatible ones. The Comparison of results, e.g. the original map and the
manipulated one, was considered as a cross-cutting task relevant within each step. The
workflow steps encapsulate benefits for readers: Discovery provides spatio-temporal
and code-related information and thus initial insights into the analysis which is useful
to assess the paper’s relevance. During Inspection, readers can understand the materials underlying the results, e.g. the geostatistical analysis used to compute the map.
Manipulation facilitates reviewers to test assumptions and validate the findings. Finally, Substitution enhances understanding of the applicability of the results, e.g. by
using a dataset from another region or a different interpolation algorithm.
The presented workflow particularly supports a detailed paper examination to test
assumptions or build upon results. Hence, it would be interesting to conduct further
studies which focus on needs of reviewers and those who reuse research components.
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We will pay particular attention to how the workflow steps contribute to their understanding. We will also design supportive tools for authors to create interactive figures,
and integrate these and the extended workflow into existing frameworks such as Open
Journal Systems (https://openjournalsystems.com/).

Supplemental material
A reproducibility package including materials for the survey, interviews, and the focus
group is accessible as an open science framework project (https://osf.io/fm4ya/
?view_only=7fcc5f66b1e44425b6f01c9412cf7d92). The code for the web application can be found on GitHub (https://github.com/o2r-project/o2r-platform).
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